THE   PRECIOUS   GLOVE
to the National Gallery.    The Suffragettes were in violent
eruption at this  period and many of the rooms were .
shut.    John Lane came to the rescue.    The guest was
introduced to Sir Charles Holroyd (then the Director)
and Mr. Collins Baker.    The closed doors were opened
and Anatole France was lost in admiration of Goya's
'Dona Isabel Corbo de Force!'.    Then came a visit to
Lord   Ellesmere's,   Bridgewater   House.     Next  it  was
the   turn   of  No.   8   Lancaster   Gate   Terrace,  where
John   Lane   'had   (as   he   put   it)   the joy   of  offering
him   some   hospitality   in   my   own   home   where   his
manifest  interest  in   some   of  my   pictures   and   objets
cCart enhanced their value  even for me*.     Mrs. Lane
piously  preserved   a  glove   which   had   been   rendered
sacrosanct by the pressure of the Master's hand.    By
an unfortunate mischance this unique relic was after-
wards inadvertently sent to the cleaners.    Then followed
a visit to The Bodley Head.    The first thing he saw on
entering Lane's room was his own portrait by Guth, in
which he is  portrayed seated  in  his  grey  houppelande
crowned with his  calotte rouge:  rather  a  stiff,  wooden
production I venture to think, only less objectionable
than the portrait by Van Dongen with its splodges of
pale violent and dirty yellow.    When he saw the latter,
Anatole  France held up  his  hands  and  exclaimed in
dismay, 'You've made me look like a ripe camembert
(un camembert coulani}?    Another picture on Lane's wall
was 'The Yellow Book', by Miss Gertrude Hammond.
This picture, admired by Whistler—it was reproduced
in Volume VI of The Tellow Book—represents a young
man  reading  from  a volume  of that   periodical  to  a
blushing girl.    Lane pointed out  the  blush.     cWhy is
she blushing?' France enquired, to which Lane replied,
'He is evidently reading your story to her.'
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